On deriving spatial protein structure from NMR or X-ray diffraction data.
During the last decade it has become possible to derive the spatial structure of small proteins in solution using multidimensional NMR spectroscopy measurements and interpreting the data in terms of a chemical atomic model. The NMR experiments generate a set of interproton distance constraints, which is subsequently used to generate spatial structures that satisfy the experimental data. Correspondingly, crystallographic least-squares and molecular dynamics refinement is routinely applied to obtain a protein structure that is compatible with the observed structure factor amplitudes. The quality of the structure obtained will depend on the number and quality of the experimental data and on the searching power of the refinement method and protocol. The potential energy annealing conformational search (PEACS) algorithm is shown to be an improvement over standard molecular dynamics search methods. The use of time-dependent distance or structure factor restraints in molecular dynamics refinement yields a much better representation of experimental information than the fixed, static restraints which have generally been used until now. Conventional structure refinement methods lead to a too static and rigid picture of a protein in solution or in the crystalline state.